TeamCity 7.1 Release Notes
This is a list of all fixed issues in 7.1 release. See also What's New in TeamCity 7.1 in the online documentation.

Feature
TW-2529 - Manually mark build as failed or successful
TW-5061 - Support using fixed revision for Perforce checkouts
TW-5165 - Option to limit the count of repeating a failing build
TW-6450 - Install server service with specified credentials
TW-6885 - NTLM authentication SSO support
TW-9146 - Transparent Windows (NTLM) authentication for Windows Tray notifier
TW-9833 - Display where a property generating an unmet requirement is defined
TW-10167 - Add ability to disable auto-unassign for test investigation (sticky investigation)
TW-10217 - Compatibility views should list known cloud agent types to estimate/analyze compatibility without currently
running cloud agents
TW-10281 - Allow to set responsiblities to me automatically
TW-10855 - Mark my responsibility somehow
TW-11070 - Allow to build Perforce Label (instead of revision)
TW-11385 - Urge users to install agent and server Windows service under specific user accounts not System
TW-11893 - Option to shutdown cloud agent after one build
TW-12497 - Add block times into downloaded build log
TW-12914 - Ability to filter agent build history by build configuration name substring
TW-13117 - Display number of cloud images running in the "Cloud" agents tab
TW-13682 - Ability to run a build step even if previous step failed
TW-13854 - Do not perform clean checkout for git when updating sources to earlier revision or another branch
TW-13958 - Syntax highlighting in coverage reports
TW-14286 - Allow to Stop instead of Terminate EC2 build agents
TW-14493 - Configure ruby interpreter & gemset according to .rvmrc file
TW-14670 - On admin build step settings page, make "Build Step(s)" in the subtitle a link to the build steps list
TW-14725 - Server .exe installer should install server into specified account
TW-15073 - Log how TC determined data directory path
TW-15290 - Don't use %home%\.buildServer for TeamCity Data Directory on Windows
TW-15465 - Agent tools/plugins should have support for executable flags
TW-15640 - Ensure not linked builds run on the same agent if they have another which depends on them with "run on
the same agent"
TW-16410 - Navigate to test history (web) from test source code opened in Idea
TW-16419 - Amazon integration should support EBS based instances in profile
TW-16848 - Provide bulk change investigation/mute on all test lists
TW-17677 - Ability to view test's output for a passed test (for MsTest)
TW-18117 - Add link to build log message that caused build failure
TW-18252 - Support |0xNNNN escape sequences in service messages
TW-18319 - Add an action to run all tests I responsible for (from a selection)
TW-18389 - Report build feature usages in usage statistics
TW-18675 - Add predefined build property for build step name
TW-18696 - IDEA plugin: Group My Investigations by investigation type (build configuration, test)
TW-18739 - Support running of ant before junit run configurations in IntelliJ IDEA runner
TW-18912 - When cloning project muted tests should be copied too
TW-18942 - Allow to import available configurations from the .xcodeproj file
TW-18945 - Add support for OCUnit tests
TW-19055 - Proper support of mintiest framework
TW-19056 - Display current problems/investigations summary for build configurations on Overview page
TW-19067 - Ensure Amazon EC2 cc2.8xlarge images supported
TW-19145 - Add 'Created packages' section in NuGet packages tab of build results
TW-19154 - Display compatibility summary in Pool/project cells on agent matrix
TW-19262 - Do not allow to select content of nested archives as artifact dependency.
TW-19331 - Support running build chains off a specified sources branch
TW-19520 - Distinct AssemblyVersion from AssemblyFileVersion in AssemblyInfo Patcher
TW-20271 - Ability to see what versions of ruby rvm contains on an agent
TW-20342 - Test output is not merged on build log tree view
TW-20402 - Proxy support for Nuget plugin
TW-20428 - Provide a dialog to upload NuGet.Commandline.nupkg to TeamCity
TW-20480 - Collect Xcode schemes during project parsing and show combobox instead of text field
TW-20483 - Support building from Xcode schemes in AppCode runner
TW-20521 - Add setting to treat custom builds (with changed VCS parameters like branch name) as regular builds:
display them on Overview
TW-20564 - Support CORS for REST
TW-20623 - Support x64 bitness and add m1.medium instance type
TW-20629 - Support .Net 4.5 (Visual Studio 2012) for MSBuild runner
TW-20630 - Ensure build agent detects .NET 4.5 and VS2012
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Ensure build agent detects .NET 4.5 and VS2012
Show TeamCity test status near test source code
Option to update to prerelease versions in NuGet Installer
NuGet Update should be called for .sln file, not for packages.config
Support for Eclipse 4.x
Support MS SQL 2012 as external database
Xcode runner: add option to derive build location
Browser usage statistics
Support Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 for TeamCity add-in
Support TFS 2012
Support MSTest from Visual Studio 2012
Support Visual Studio 2012 projects in VS runner
Add popup showing running builds similar to build queue popup
Display current Maven module being built in the running build status/progress
IDEA project runner does not support Kotlin run configuration
Support for attribute filters in dotCover 2.0
Support step running conditions in REST
Support dotCover 2.0 for server coverage feature
Allow to limit set of HTTP authentication protocols used by the server
Ensure NAnt 0.92 is supported
Autocreate rvm gemset before running build steps
Allow to run a build step if a previous step failed, but not if the build is canceled
Windows tray notifier should support NTLM authorization
Allow user specify additional interpreter parameters
Support Visual Studio 2012 dark theme
Mark VCS roots used in a build on Change log
Support 'Visual Studio 2012 is installed on agent' frequently used requirement
List All NuGet Packages Published by Build in Report Tab
Show last finished build for each recent branch on Overview page
Take branches into account in investigation and mute auto resolve
Allow to filter by branch on test details (test history) page
Use VCS files list control for selecting project path in Xcode runner settings
Show all branches from all dependencies in custom build dialog
Format and rules for watched branch specification in DVCS root
Use monospace fonts for checkout rules, artifacts rules, artifacts paths, etc
Allow to use VCS root properties in external change viewer link configuration
Support Update By Packages.config
Display a note for a VCS root in revisions table on Changes page when the VCS root checks out fixed

- Add current run start time into Flush Queue thread name
- Display branch used to get DVCS root revision on build's Changes page
- Make default build configuration branches filter "all active branches" instead of "all branches"

Usability Problem
TW-2019 - In The Requirements List, Specify the Requirement Origin
TW-5281 - Pager for the build changes page
TW-9895 - Brush up Not found error for pom.xml
TW-10673 - Implicit requirements are not obvious
TW-11937 - Allow responsibility reassignment in a single step
TW-12704 - Path to TeamCity Data directory specified during Windows install is not consider when using the
maintainDB.cmd
TW-14397 - Display/log TeamCity data directory normalized whenever possible
TW-14677 - Improve build log message on not found run configuraiton
TW-14686 - VS addin: Non-standard colors on build log view (black on gray)
TW-15426 - TeamCity server windows service can use different data directory location then the server run from console
TW-15680 - Create a build configuration from the BC template is not easy to find
TW-16268 - Build tags view is confusing (especially on artifacts tab)
TW-17299 - Better messaging around letting the user know when a build can run on a cloud agent
TW-17480 - No build configurations in remote run dialog for Mercurial projects can be confusing
TW-18257 - Do not show login dialog if auto-login failed. Use notification instead.
TW-18281 - Artifacts Tree Sorting Case-sensitivity
TW-18494 - Startup: detect non-TeamCity database with unknown tables and log the names of the tables
TW-18566 - Add projects... and Add agents... controls are meaningless for a pool containing all agents & projects
TW-18576 - Expand/collapse block by clicking on it
TW-19446 - Link from investigation assigned to me notification opens page where investigation in question might not be
visible
TW-19484 - Moving agent from one pool to another occurs silently without any warn on removing agent from existing
pool
TW-19614 - Test tree checkbox selection suggestions
TW-19797 - Update opened block status and duration in build log
TW-19901 - Cannot apply investigate dialog with keyboard

TW-19901 - Cannot apply investigate dialog with keyboard
TW-20113 - Agent's page breadcrumb may have pool name as a link
TW-20169 - Brush up collapsed message "..." button on My Changes
TW-20205 - Checkbox "Hide problems marked as fixed" on Investigations page looks inconsistently with My
investigations and Current problems
TW-20223 - Build Configuration Overview Page: Extend Running Builds List to Occupy Full Width
TW-20386 - Scrollbars in dropdowns
TW-20512 - Make summary update more noticeable
TW-20534 - Edit Artifact Dependency window size to be adjustable
TW-20808 - Gradle runner should show 'UP-TO-DATE' in log output
TW-20814 - It's not clear why not all changes are available in the chooser in run custom build dialog
TW-20856 - Filtering on editing notification rules page should include child build-configs when the filter matches a
project-name
TW-20893 - Show project at dashboard suggestions
TW-20943 - Do not redirect to project page after archiving a project
TW-20987 - Log test and suite sys-err as internal messages in xml-report-plugin
TW-21034 - Removing build from queue leaves dialog open
TW-21053 - IDEA plugin: fetch inspection data in background
TW-21078 - JIRA issue linking should not interpret and link values on build parameters tab
TW-21098 - Use the same style of drop down in edit snapshot dependency dialog as for edit artifact dependency
TW-21165 - Project popup. Refresh Overview page after projects are hidden/shown in popup.
TW-21166 - Projects popup. Do not display Hide/Show button for projects without configurations.
TW-21168 - Check artifact dependencies div scrolling issue
TW-21205 - "Additional Gradle command line parameters" is not a multi-line editor, as is the case with Maven
TW-21304 - Crippled snapshot dependency filtering in 7.0
TW-21310 - Force update user properties during LDAP sync
TW-21370 - Rename teamcity-service.log log
TW-21387 - Number of compatible/incompatible with agent configurations
TW-21403 - Improve missing hg error
TW-21464 - Tests View: pager jumps and resizes every time I press 'next'
TW-21468 - Show all configuration in 'configuration investigation dialog'
TW-21499 - After setting the Investigation/Fix Options the checkboxes must be cleared out
TW-21580 - "Searching for suitable configurations" shows progress indicator that doesn't move
TW-21710 - Poor default for ruby interpreter setting
TW-21930 - Please add a better build configuration selector in Finished Build trigger
TW-21961 - Collision between key bindings of Eclipse plugin and Mylyn
TW-22034 - Run Coverage Parameters Loader In Background
TW-22059 - Add a button "copy to clipboard" to build thread dump window
TW-22073 - Audit filter "All for agent" does not show agent compatibility changing events
TW-22093 - Download Nuget dialog. Upload NuGet package. Display selected file near Select file button.
TW-22110 - Expand/collapse actions in build log must not add history states in browser
TW-22129 - teamcity.branch.name property is not defined when building off default branch
TW-22132 - Do not count different artifacts builds as build changes when builds from the same snapshot chain are used
TW-22198 - Middle click does not work in FireFox for sections on build configuration editing
TW-22199 - Change order of Show graph/builds on Change Log
TW-22250 - Run Custom Build dialog. Highlight Changes tab if previous custom build used non default settings in this
tab.
TW-22324 - Build Queue. Show in popup compatible agents from other pools for builds with No Agents.
TW-22361 - Setup Admin page is not shown if login.html page is opened in the browser
TW-22384 - TC project graph of changes - tooltip is not always shown in time
TW-22388 - Display server URL in "TeamCity plugin version is not compatible" mesage
TW-22472 - Increase default number of builds on builds History page
TW-22484 - Process correctly long multi-lined comments when remote run.
TW-22486 - Do not log every 10 seconds problems with enabled nuget.
TW-22512 - Allow to enter usual credentials right on unauthorized page: use login page instead of "unauthorized" one
TW-22526 - Eclipse plugin does not show saved SVN credentials.
TW-22558 - Add "Undo" for actions "mark as failed / as successful"
TW-22742 - Branches combobox. Change the design for arrow or at least provide some tooltip on mouse over.
TW-22760 - Restore Branches popup by click.
TW-22791 - My Changes page looks strange when loading changes
TW-22856 - Project's Change Log and Test History tabs show all builds, while branches chooser has "all active
branches"
TW-23038 - Build waiting for same-agent dependency, although there's none
TW-23106 - Branches drop down can list only one item after any keypress (filtering occurs)

Bug
TW-2266 - Windows path variable does not include system path variable part (only user part is included) when agent
run as a service
TW-2273 - EclipsePlugin: the 'commit failed' or 'committed' message doesn't appear for successful remote run change
at once
TW-3831 - Discard your changes confirmation is displayed too late on logging off while on a form

TW-3831 - Discard your changes confirmation is displayed too late on logging off while on a form
TW-5527 - JavaServiceWrapper does not load user's environment for service on Vista
TW-6425 - Service with customized credentials should not expose user's password in cleartext
TW-8060 - Breadcrumb-displayed configuration status is not refreshed on change
TW-10123 - Handle html-like stacktrace injections on failed tests view as a simple text, not as a part of html template.
TW-10293 - Build actions popup is not closed after clicking an action
TW-11231 - Successful inspection build is reported as "Inspections were not gathered"
TW-11730 - Stop dialog can be too tall for a chain build
TW-12177 - When restoring config and database ensure that the resultant database.properties file in configs points to
the restored database
TW-12278 - Improve artifact publishing logging (multiple "Publishing artifacts" lines)
TW-12517 - EC2 EBS instances are disconnected but not terminated after idle time out
TW-13198 - HTML-unescaped symbols appear in build log
TW-13544 - Make VS add-in msi file name synced with TeamCity server version.
TW-13603 - Make it clear in UI that compatible configuration setting for Amazon EC2 agents aren't used for other cloud
agent from the same image
TW-13668 - Browser memory leak on running build results page
TW-14319 - Server starts with default authentication if main-config.xml contains unknown login module class
TW-14324 - Do not dump stack trace to agent log on known errors (missing Ant build file case)
TW-14443 - "No enabled compatible agents" warning on running a build configuration that only is compatible with cloud
agents which are not running
TW-14709 - Tomcat leaks-related logging on server stopping (no webapp was run becasue of startup error case)
TW-14733 - Setting RVM system may not work with Rake runner
TW-14770 - Shell scripts in agent plugins are not executable (Maven, Ant)
TW-14843 - VS Addin Upgrading / Installing latest version of Team City Visual Studio addin (with TeamCity 6) hangs
TW-14932 - Visual Studio Plugin possible upgrade bug: missing extension.vsixmanifest
TW-14982 - TC Plugin API not letting me use ResponsibilityInfo.getResponsibleUser()
TW-15001 - Log correct error when JDBC driver fails to load JNI extensions (it's possible for MS SQL drivers and for
Oracle OCI connections)
TW-15071 - Ensure TeamCity server does not have Windows\System32 as working directory when started as a service
TW-15131 - New combobox component does not support disabled items
TW-15219 - Duplicate Status text messages if artifact copy duration is long
TW-15430 - Nested testsuites support
TW-15610 - Properties editor dialog should be resizable
TW-15873 - Remote Run for Git - Cleans all files in working directory
TW-15988 - Error after starting remote run ... "RemoteRunSession - Session is expired or you're logged out. Please
relogin" (several IDEA instances running case)
TW-16614 - Exception can be printed on agent log page is agent machine goes offline
TW-16811 - Keypress is not repeated on hold in filtering choosers
TW-16851 - Unknown server startup exception without details
TW-16861 - Sample plugin plugs only into overview page (no "Click Me" button on "/" page)
TW-17020 - "Failed to resolve artifact dependency" message may use build id instead of build number
TW-17130 - Windows service settings are lost after upgrade
TW-17132 - VS add-in installer fails to repair if previously was renamed
TW-17552 - "Mark as fixed" notification must include not only responsible user but also reporter one
TW-17554 - Reporter user is not updated after "mark as fixed" (probably "give up" too) action
TW-17583 - Make "run as" settings in agent push more clear
TW-17718 - TeamCity shows a report tab, even though the file doesn't exist (archive exists, but not the file in it case)
TW-17766 - Agent artifacts cache does not get cleaned
TW-17770 - Tray Notifier doesn't allow to change account
TW-17837 - Exporting VCS branch name as a system property
TW-17890 - Couple of issues with samplePlugin from devPackage
TW-18106 - Errors on server shutdown: Too much runtime data
TW-18265 - In tree log view message "Running..." does not disappear after buiild finished
TW-18324 - Agent Push fails if /bin/sh points to bash-incompatible shell
TW-18386 - Make actual branch name available in builds triggered by the "Branch Remote Run Trigger"
TW-18388 - MaintainDB tool: Restore finishes "successfully" when Oracle jdbc throws "NoSuchMethodError:
toUnicodeChars" exception
TW-18413 - Display issue retrieval error instead of empty details on Issue Log
TW-18462 - Ability to remove personal build from queue + fix notifications about canceled personal builds ("build failed"
is now shown)
TW-18626 - Merge works incorrectly when merged file is unshelved.
TW-18627 - Shelf view: the content of shelved file is erased on reassigning to the same shelf.
TW-18749 - IDEA remote run dialog is confusing when selected for multiple configurations
TW-18919 - dotCover coverage session in TeamCity terminates nUnit test session
TW-18940 - Got error on attempt to build project using XCode runner
TW-18941 - Subversion may checkout wrong files in case of not synchronized clocks on main and externals repositories
TW-18948 - Maintenance mode pages can render as text (not HTML) in the browser when proxied through Apache
server (missing content type)
TW-18952 - Brush up agent pools in Run custom build dialog (unified options, grouping)
TW-19006 - Grayed UI after I pressed 'run...' and quickly closed the 'run custom build' dialog
TW-19016 - Remote Run from Eclipse fails for svn+ssh Subversion repository (repeatedly asking for credentials and
misreporting file statuses)

misreporting file statuses)
TW-19092 - Agent pools. Unexpected error message is displayed in Add Agents popup when server was upgraded.
TW-19205 - Update copyrights in About dialog
TW-19232 - Can run on agents popup in the build queue does not consider pools when displayign number of
incompatible agents
TW-19368 - IntelliJ IDEA plugin should not highlight local inspection results from server in the editor
TW-19386 - Agent name with chars <>& is not properly escaped in Failed to Start messages.
TW-19421 - Minimize number of filters passed to the dotCover console runner
TW-19451 - No landing page for Ruby support in TeamCity doc
TW-19557 - Rework agent free space cleaning
TW-19566 - Ensure EC2 instance type cc2.8xlarge and cc1.4xlarge are supported
TW-19589 - Install build agent link does not work if Projects nav item is selected
TW-19656 - Don't start build on cloud agent which is shutting down
TW-19703 - Mercurial timeout results in a locked local repo
TW-19726 - Agents failed to upgrade (TeamCityAgentService-windows-x86-32.exe is locked)
TW-19765 - Report errors occurred while traversing tree elements in UI
TW-19766 - Custom charts. Y axis date is incorrect when format="percent".
TW-19779 - Browser memory leak on Overview page
TW-19832 - Server log is opened in browser on download
TW-19853 - PushAgent cannot deploy agent on FreeBSD host and reports unclear error "Remote agent installation
failed: null"
TW-19923 - Artifact dependency on "Last finished build with specified tag" should not use cancelled build
TW-19954 - Agent Pools. Cloud Agent is displayed in Default pool on Pools page though it belongs to another pool.
TW-19965 - Too many open files (and many many sessions)
TW-19979 - Investigations list must be ordered
TW-20023 - "BuildTypeNotFoundException: Build configuration does not exist" on the build queue
TW-20030 - Clickable area is too wide
TW-20033 - Invalid layout on duplicates report page
TW-20087 - Artifacts tree in Dependencies / Downloaded artifacts is not expanded when "plus" is pressed (IE)
TW-20143 - Inconsistency in editing guest user notification rules
TW-20220 - Toolip over popup on user's name on Issue log
TW-20244 - addCssFile and addJsFile - wrong scope
TW-20259 - Buttons on Agent compatible configurations page can be not visible on tall pages
TW-20275 - Clicking on "Search in next 1000" does nothing
TW-20280 - JavaScript injection from user display name (build canceled reason
TW-20302 - Filtering multi-select control can lose grouping items on several typings
TW-20308 - Several tray notifiers can be running
TW-20333 - Ruby environment configurator feature flush settings after upgrade
TW-20336 - TruncateVcsVersionConverter throws exception during upgrade
TW-20347 - Option buttons in build runner settings do not work correctly in IE9
TW-20354 - PlaceId.BEFORE_CONTENT css and js resources are not included
TW-20364 - Diff view should not contain 'copy to clipboard' link if no flash is installed
TW-20366 - Pre-tested commit error dialog potentially too long to be dismissed
TW-20381 - Build issues page shows empty issue status if there are no permissions to view issue details
TW-20388 - IE8: Run Cusom Build Dialog tab is highlighted when not needed
TW-20421 - TeamCity service does not start on Windows x64 machine
TW-20422 - service.bat registers TeamCity service incorrectly
TW-20435 - Permissions filter can be not applied
TW-20442 - Command Line runner add extra " to command
TW-20453 - Remove yellow highlighting on My Investigatons page.
TW-20477 - Combobox with filter: show all group members when group name matches filter keyword
TW-20478 - Audit page can be opened filtered, but without any filter values selected.
TW-20494 - Multiple "Discard your changes" dialogs on leaving a page
TW-20516 - Missing changes from snapshot dependencies
TW-20519 - webdiff should show gap for removed/added lines on the other side
TW-20537 - Build failure on message condition may be lost on server restart during the build
TW-20538 - java.util.EmptyStackException is thrown from CurrentTestHolderImpl
TW-20546 - Notifications about "my changes" are not send for changes from snapshot dependency
TW-20560 - Test jars in TeamCity server distribution
TW-20582 - Tooltip with time to start estimation details is not shown on "build in the queue" carpet
TW-20589 - Directory cleaner should ensure freespace on the disk of custom checkout
TW-20591 - "Report type" is not marked as mandatory field on XML report processing build feature
TW-20603 - Report artifact resolution collision
TW-20606 - "Cleanup in progress" page is served with the wrong MIME-type
TW-20627 - Agents Page becomes gray after update:
TW-20628 - Build screen truncates currently executing test
TW-20655 - maintainDB scripts do not work when invoked from arbitrary current directory
TW-20682 - Confusing "Suitable build configurations were not found for specified changes" message on VCS-related
error in IDEA
TW-20708 - Warning use Gradle milestone 9
TW-20710 - Scrollers do not scroll in Chrome (Add user to Groups dialog)
TW-20732 - Builds may become constantly out of changes sequence if build configuration VCS root has reference in
insignificant parameter

insignificant parameter
TW-20774 - Build failure message for text in log failure condition renders it's text
TW-20799 - One popup can unexpectedly affect another popup closing/non closing
TW-20807 - "You do not have corresponding snapshot dependency" error message does not respect transitive
dependency
TW-20818 - Project chooser does not work when Users page is opened from Project page
TW-20827 - Xcode plugin should be more clear about what 'Architecture:' maps to
TW-20846 - Subversion tag deletion and then creation is not detected as change
TW-20848 - Agent cannot start. Fails to upgrade commandLineRunner and evironment-fetcher-agent plugins.
TW-20860 - build.vcs.number may not point to the latest revision of repository
TW-20871 - File write errors are silently ignored during rules applying (no write permissions case)
TW-20880 - Last item in the tree is shifted by a couple of pixels
TW-20887 - ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException in java.net.InetAddress.getLocalHost on server startup
TW-20910 - Old failed test run is not shown in case there is new one in separate configuration
TW-20937 - This build cannot start because it's agents are reserved by other builds.
TW-20940 - Windows build agent clones the repo in every build
TW-20954 - On 1024x768 - Top wrapper doesn't resize to full screen width. #MainContent does.
TW-20962 - Exception on search page
TW-20963 - Number of files is not shown anymore on build changes page
TW-20971 - Make sure NuGet builds trigger supports prerelease package versions.
TW-20996 - Layout problems on a notifications page when font size is too small
TW-20999 - IDEA plugin. Mute/Unmute. Date in the past can be selected for unmute test.
TW-21002 - Tests tab. No ability to mute test in selected build configuration.
TW-21004 - Save / cancel buttons can be placed behind footer and become not visible on the page
TW-21017 - Investigate/Mute dialog. "..specify the correct unmute date" warning is not removed when unmute method
is changed.
TW-21069 - JavaScript injection via IDs in URLs
TW-21073 - Build description may overflow status block
TW-21083 - Confusing error message on startup: org.jdom.input.JDOMParseException: Error on line -1: Premature end
of file
TW-21084 - Teamcity plugin is not available after eclipse 4.1.2 restarting.
TW-21085 - Teamcity Watched Projects view is not available with eclipse 4.1.2
TW-21086 - NPE on pressing Hide Coverage information in editors button.
TW-21089 - Impossible to open code file from Teamcity Code coverage view.
TW-21090 - Teamcity Failed tests view. Icons are not updated when tests are investigated/fixed from eclipse plugin.
TW-21101 - Failed to open My Investigations page in separate browser tab via browser's context menu.
TW-21104 - Eclipse plugin. Watched projects. Filter button and Show All link do not work.
TW-21105 - Eclipse plugin. NPE when watched projects are selected in Teamcity Watched Projects view.
TW-21106 - Eclipse plugin. Teamcity Watched Projects view. Context menu items and buttons are disabled.
TW-21108 - Test suite information is lost for all tests after an artifact is uploaded
TW-21109 - Too high branch name
TW-21161 - Eclipse plugin hangs eclipse loading when autologin enabled
TW-21164 - Projects popup. Change tooltip when project is hidden/shown.
TW-21170 - Build Will start moments ago problem
TW-21181 - Xcode Runner should support Xcode 4 workspaces and build properties.
TW-21190 - Artifacts tree incorrectly handles multiple clicking on "plus" icon during subtree loading
TW-21191 - vcs tree. incorrect behavior when paths are duplicated in roots.
TW-21193 - VCS tree. Checkout rules are processed incorrectly.
TW-21196 - crashed junit test is ignored
TW-21197 - "Mark as fixed" email notification does not work for individual tests if the user is watching concrete build
configuration
TW-21201 - VS Addin for version 7.0 breaks on my machine
TW-21221 - Log4j error for some log4j presets: Attempted to append to closed appender named CONSOLE-ERROR.
TW-21225 - Xcode runner does not run iOS Unit Tests
TW-21235 - Statistics: switching graph time-span switches to empty page only containing udpated graph
TW-21238 - Error running TestNG test run configuraitons in IntelliJ IDEA runner does not contain all the details
TW-21252 - Files in tree view must be sorted case-insensitively
TW-21261 - Html special symbol codes may appear in build status description on build results
TW-21262 - VCS tree. Remove yellow highlighting on double click.
TW-21263 - VCS tree. Hide "Discard your changes" alert.
TW-21267 - Teamcity Server service does not stop when running as windows service and stopped from "services"
TW-21270 - snapshot-dependencies array in json returned from rest api is invalid.
TW-21274 - Enable/Disable agent broken
TW-21285 - Error running TeamCity server via batch file: "... was unexpected at this time" (brackets in the JAVA_HOME
path)
TW-21295 - Investigation section shouldn't be shown when there are no problems in build configuration
TW-21297 - Eclipse plugin. NPE.
TW-21299 - Class not found exception in Eclipse plugin coverage part
TW-21301 - LDAP group synchronization
TW-21331 - NPE at ComposedBuildView.java:85 in IntelliJ IDEA plugin
TW-21338 - Test stacktraces can occasionally collapse/expand not respecting mouse clicks on build results page
TW-21339 - JavaScript error "TypeError: Cannot call method 'cancel' of undefined" on build results page
TW-21351 - Inspections tab should suggest to open IDE

TW-21351 - Inspections tab should suggest to open IDE
TW-21372 - Eclipse: Login takes forever if view is visible but Eclipse is is not in foreground
TW-21373 - Builds with overridden VCS roots might be not represented as such (branch name is not a "significant"
parameter)
TW-21374 - Build config does not exist error
TW-21376 - IDEA plugin should not flicker with 'Coverage preloader' modal dialogs
TW-21379 - 7.1 EAP Clean-Up - unable to save
TW-21382 - List of compatible agents is state in "Run Custom Build" popup of web version
TW-21384 - Attach two mercurial vcs roots w/o checkout rules - get error "Failed to perform checkout on agent: null"
TW-21388 - Popup is reloaded if mouse is over popup "triangle"
TW-21406 - No way to assign investigation/mute a test from test details page
TW-21413 - Build's credentials teamcity.auth.userId allow to access the server with too much permissions
TW-21414 - cannot use buildServer in _notifications/email/common.ftl
TW-21417 - Checking/unchecking an agent on build history pages brokes the layout drastically
TW-21420 - Cannot create ClearCase VCS root: page loads empty: Attribute class invalid for tag saving according to
TLD
TW-21427 - Invalid tooltip is shown for the button
TW-21454 - Cannot set build status to successful via service message: buildStatus status='SUCCESS'
TW-21466 - Different fonts in popups on the same overview page
TW-21478 - Projects popup closes on mouse out from popup opening area
TW-21481 - Unable to save settings for "build history cleanup"
TW-21506 - Completion icon is shown above text in Fail build on metric change build feature
TW-21508 - 404 when triggering a custom build from edit-configuration page
TW-21509 - The logon attempt failed error from Waffle in teamcity-server.log
TW-21510 - NPE on Change log page
TW-21515 - Prompt user to set values for <value is required> parameters
TW-21519 - Cannot add build parameter
TW-21527 - Cannot see stacktrace for some unexpected errors occurred in web UI
TW-21530 - Incorrect triggered by (you) in the downloaded build log
TW-21531 - No block descriptions in the downloaded build log
TW-21549 - Git checkout error when VCS root is invalid with default build configuration parameters
TW-21561 - Teamcity startup. Provide some information on start screen when database.properties file is corrupted.
TW-21568 - Server startup. Do not require Maintenance Authentication Token on First Start.
TW-21574 - Agent Side Checkout with Perforce on Win7 doesn't explicitly set P4CHARSET to none
TW-21582 - "Remote run outgoing changes" fails if one outgoing change deletes file and another one reverts the
deletion
TW-21590 - NuGet Trigger does not fire
TW-21602 - Do not assign investigation back to user who have marked it as "fixed" after a new failed build
TW-21604 - Show disabled steps in the build log
TW-21616 - Default 401 "Unauthorized" page on canceling credentials input after "Login using NT domain account"
TW-21635 - Perforce. VCS tree. Duplicated mapping should be ignored.
TW-21642 - Reorder steps dialog can be too tall (unable to confirm)
TW-21651 - Improve LDAP warning message
TW-21657 - Perforce. vcs tree should not include files/folders excluded by client mapping.
TW-21660 - Maven settings uploaded: unable to "View in browser" or "Download file" when name contains spaces
TW-21661 - It is possible to delete Maven settings file even when it's used in one of build configurations
TW-21665 - TeamCity v7.0.3 fails to start with exception message: login module
jetbrains.buildServer.serverSide.impl.auth.LDAPLoginModule not registered
TW-21672 - Unexpected Error on login with no-JS browser
TW-21674 - Wrong response on Register New Accont form submit from no-JS browser
TW-21681 - Broken layout in build short history
TW-21682 - Support dotCover 2.0 assembly filters
TW-21684 - Change comment presentation is broken on change details page: unclear where it is
TW-21704 - Ensure NuGet 1.8 is supported
TW-21713 - Incorrect "Error message is logged" build failure when no build script is present
TW-21724 - Some branch names can break header layout (js error caused by lack of escaping).
TW-21733 - Cannot filter permission in Add Permission dialog
TW-21738 - Remote run dialog no longer populates the comment field with Perforce changelist description
TW-21754 - Startup: Determine case when incorrect login or password is specified for PostgreSQL
TW-21757 - ec2. Disable Stop button for not existing instances on Cloud tab.
TW-21779 - Artifact dependency destination starting with space char won't work
TW-21785 - TeamCity agents on EC2 may not read EC2 instance metadata
TW-21792 - IE7 crashes when logged into TeamCity Enterprise Version 7.1 EAP (build 23373) after clicking Agents tab
TW-21796 - Statistics doc does not cover test history
TW-21808 - NPE during changes collecting
TW-21824 - Project description (GitHub link) is displayed incorrectly in project's page
TW-21829 - Support MSTest 2012
TW-21836 - Same change mistakenly associated with 2 consequent builds
TW-21850 - No database URL on starup maintenance screen when confirming data upgrade
TW-21853 - Audit for a build configuration lists unrelated test mute actions
TW-21856 - tooltip for my remote run won't show my changes
TW-21858 - Eclipse plugin doesn't honor "svn:ignore" when collecting changes for remote run
TW-21859 - .rvmrc file specification field does not support selection from VCS

TW-21859 - .rvmrc file specification field does not support selection from VCS
TW-21863 - "Top level" builds of a build chain are triggered with large delay (VCS trigger quiet period + parametrized
VCS roots)
TW-21867 - Change log with show builds option checked includes comments to builds and looks broken
TW-21875 - Adding to clipboad on diff window adds dos-like EOL symbols
TW-21885 - Strange TC behaviour was encountered during getting of .rvmrc file
TW-21886 - Invalid output to log-file if entered RMV RC-file is absent
TW-21907 - Let's add link to manual coverage setup
TW-21910 - Predefined keys link is broken
TW-21912 - NuGet trigger must report error is no package of given name was returned.
TW-21927 - Server Startup. Provide appropriate message in UI when existing database schema is corrupted and cannot
be loaded.
TW-21928 - Graph can be not shown on Change Log, while "Show graph" option in on (page refresh case)
TW-21938 - Personal change on MyChanges is shown without failed tests and finished builds
TW-21941 - Support F4 shortcut to open build from changes view
TW-21955 - Available agents in Custom run dialog can become out-of-sync with actual compatible agents (client side
cache?)
TW-21957 - Personal builds are treated as 'successful builds' in TeamCity build history cleanup
TW-21959 - TeamCity shows tests as muted on muted tests tab only if there were test runs
TW-21960 - Wrong pending changes
TW-21963 - Cannot choose directory in VCS tree browser
TW-21964 - Cannot specify empty label for Perfoce via parameters: Unintelligible revision specification ''
TW-21965 - Wrong revision in build.vcs.number (added "(fixed)") for Perforce builds with VCS root-specified revision in
label field
TW-21968 - JavaScript injection in report tab name
TW-21969 - Source can be not updated on agent when checking out Perforce label and advancing single file revision
(server-side checkout)
TW-21971 - Build configurations popup is closed on right mouse click
TW-21987 - Multi-line commit description is not displayed properly in diff view
TW-21994 - UI troubles in Build Parameters tab into Run Custom Build .... window.
TW-21995 - "Show test in build log" link does not work when opening in new tab/window
TW-22003 - JS error on selecting "Run recently failed tests first" checkbox for MSBuild runner (enableOrDisableGroup is
not defined)
TW-22004 - Wrong "Selected MSBuild tools version is not supported by selected MSBuild version" for 4.5 framework
and 3.5 toolsVersion
TW-22013 - Misplaced properties insertion icon for FxCop installatino root
TW-22019 - Cannot handle OPTIONS HTTP request in a plugin controller
TW-22030 - Eclipse plugin does not detect deleted files from subversion working copy v1.7
TW-22035 - Per-checkin trigger can malfunction with several commits within same minute and Perforce client specified
TW-22054 - Graph is broken on personal build changes
TW-22070 - Resuming a build configuration with "Trigger a build on each check-in" enabled may cause enormous
amount of builds triggered
TW-22074 - No yellow highlighting for changed parameters in custom run build dialog
TW-22077 - When a history build is started from the Change Log, redirect the user to the build configuration home page
TW-22083 - Cannot look at the last file in Inspections report
TW-22096 - Download Nuget dialog. Upload NuGet package. Added .nupkg file should be validated.
TW-22106 - Remove parameters completion icon from branch spec as we do not support parameters there yet
TW-22107 - Download patch to IDE icon disappears after show files is enabled
TW-22146 - List of changes filtered by user must not show artifact dependency changes
TW-22149 - Cannot put several builds on different brunches into the queue
TW-22150 - Display brunch name in the build queue
TW-22152 - Can use custom run build dialog to trigger build with wrong branch
TW-22154 - New VCS root can be attached even if user cancels operation
TW-22156 - VCS file listings for Perforce lists deleted files
TW-22160 - Broken radiobuttons layout for Subversion externals support
TW-22162 - No good way to differentiate build without branch from build on default branch
TW-22165 - Missing test failure on Change Details and My Changes pages (fixed tests not shown)
TW-22168 - <Branches> combobox is multiplied on the page when Run button is pressed.
TW-22170 - Changes from aditional branch are displayed in change log for <default branch> build.
TW-22172 - Build configuration is showing "no finished builds for this configuration", but there are finished builds
TW-22180 - Changes graph is corrupted for branches.
TW-22184 - Too wide value of a step spoils layout of the steps configuration page
TW-22197 - Confusing "true" on change log when filtering by path
TW-22208 - incorrectly overly wrapped label for removing JDK in IntelliJ IDEA project
TW-22210 - List mute options in mute test action in audit
TW-22227 - Irrelevant audit actions appear for unchanged build configurations which have unicode symbols in settings
TW-22255 - Property 'build' not found on type
jetbrains.buildServer.controllers.buildType.tabs.ChangeLogArtDependenciesRow
TW-22263 - Copying a project omits build configuration descriptions
TW-22265 - Do not use option title for showing selected option in combobox with completion
TW-22283 - HP-UX agents hanging after upgrade to TeamCity 7.0.3
TW-22288 - Memory leak on Overview page in IE
TW-22295 - Exception during agent status change

TW-22295 - Exception during agent status change
TW-22298 - Build step number is missing in step header
TW-22300 - Investigation dialog contents can get duplicated
TW-22301 - Fonts troubles in build log window - log is not readable.
TW-22308 - Agent matrix must show correct compatibility for disconnected agents
TW-22313 - Bad history build changes popup if no changes were detected
TW-22315 - VCS trigger can start builds for changes detected before it's configuration (branches case)
TW-22320 - Agent pools. Impossible to add projects to Default pool after custom pool associated with all projects was
deleted.
TW-22344 - Upgrade Database Failure
TW-22350 - "Unauthorized" page can rendered on login.html request
TW-22353 - Inconsistent changes can be set to some parts of build chain when chain is continued
TW-22357 - No newlines in test output when copied into clipboard in FireFox
TW-22360 - During installation: Failed to install service "The system cannot find the path specified" if user account is
specified
TW-22365 - SQL Server database upgrade fails
TW-22369 - Agent-side git checkout doesn't work with feature branches
TW-22370 - Superfluous scrollbar on tray notifier login page
TW-22380 - IPR Runner doesn't resolve parameters in path to project when project "Reparse" is invoked
TW-22382 - SQL query very slow for maintenance (over 48 hours and still not finished) + SUGGESTION FOR FASTER
QUERY
TW-22383 - JS error in build configuration change log - Windows path is not escaped in JS
TW-22386 - Unable to install TC plugin with IDEA 12 - "Failed to extract ZIP file"
TW-22387 - Pager in Tests tab of a build resets scope
TW-22401 - Too excessive debug logging "Some of the agents for build promotion...were filtered out as incompatible" TW-22404 - Deadlock on IDEA startup
TW-22406 - Project name is missing in add new artifact dependency dialog
TW-22408 - Exception on attempt to see changes popup for history build
TW-22411 - xcode-runner plugin when agent is started as a launchd daemon fails to initialize
TW-22417 - Eclipse plugin. Provide some reasonable alert when pretersted commit fails because new folder is not added
to SVN.
TW-22419 - Eclipse+svn. When file is renamed changes are recognized in correctly.
TW-22429 - Build was incorrectly triggered with "##unspecified##" branch name
TW-22446 - Show fixed investigations on "my investigations" tab
TW-22454 - Filter by build number does not work on Issue log page
TW-22455 - Change files link is not shown on change log for changes from dependencies
TW-22460 - No reaction to non-filled field "Scheme:" after Save button pressing.
TW-22463 - Strange unexpected error message was encountered after "Check/Parse project" button.
TW-22468 - Show fixed investigations on "my investigations" tab
TW-22470 - When a coverage build finishes the coverage panel pops up
TW-22475 - Display default branch for a build in UI
TW-22478 - Build can fail with 401 (Unauthorized) error id basic authentication is disabled
TW-22482 - TeamCity can launch many EC2 instances and shut them down immediately (TeamCity server
non-synchronized clocks case)
TW-22491 - Eclipse plugin. Correct copyright in About dialog and Online Help.
TW-22494 - VCS checkout rules with Perforce agent-side checkout
TW-22498 - TeamCity does not start if main-config.xml contains definition of some metric which already exists in the
system
TW-22499 - Scrolling doesn't work in the "Add selected users to groups" dialog window
TW-22500 - Deadlock during inspection messages processing
TW-22506 - Server hangs on stopping Windows service: Error 1053: The service did not respond to the start or control
request in a timely fashion
TW-22510 - Logging for HTTP ntlm login
TW-22524 - Build configuration selector on change details does not work anymore
TW-22528 - "Incompatible Gradle initialization script API" error when running Gradle build with recent Gradle 1.1
snapshots
TW-22529 - A build from default branch can show a change from non-default branch after VCS root editing
TW-22531 - VS addin installation fails on 7.1 EAP 23732
TW-22536 - Eclipse plugin. "Shelve..." item is missing in context menu for packages and source code files in Package
Explorer.
TW-22540 - No items number in Compatible Agents tab for a build configuration
TW-22541 - Improve logging of processing packages files in NuGet Publish runner
TW-22542 - On ipr file parsing error - show in which file the problem is encountered
TW-22551 - Unexpected alerts were encountered on IE8 and IE9 in case of invalid comment during manual build
passing or failing.
TW-22559 - RVM isn't configured correctly if PATH modified in Build Parameters
TW-22562 - Confusing logging on 401 response if not logged in (forceProtocols set case)
TW-22567 - Builds without changes can be marked as History if there is a cancelled build which was cancelled before its
changes were collected
TW-22581 - Popup over expand/collapse note in build log
TW-22582 - Remove "copy to clipboard" action from the build log line
TW-22584 - Build's changes may not contain changes which first appeared in another branch (+ changes graph is split
if filtered by branch)

if filtered by branch)
TW-22585 - Build can be incorrectly placed on Change log which make seem build contained changes which it did not
TW-22586 - Middle click on branch name for a build does not open build configuration filtered by branch
TW-22588 - Two "unspecified" options in custom run build dialog branch chooser
TW-22589 - A build can trigger in unspecified branch from custom run build dialog without change selected
TW-22590 - Unspecified branch is not properly displayed in the build results
TW-22592 - Can trigger a build on not present branch: build will be marked as if in the branch, but will use default
branch
TW-22605 - Default branch should be displayed as a first branch on Branches view
TW-22606 - Use branch name from the build on Branches tab
TW-22607 - Display finished builds sorted by start time/id on Overview
TW-22611 - Show default build branch on change details' Builds tab
TW-22624 - "You do not have enough permissions to perform this action" on the build configuration history page for
project viewers
TW-22625 - Unstyled button "Reread Maven project data"
TW-22630 - Make branch clickable on Agent history
TW-22631 - Show build branch on search results (popup and page)
TW-22632 - Project names are displayed in italic in Firefox in Add Snapshot dependency dialog
TW-22641 - Wasted space on build Chains page
TW-22644 - Poorly visible branch name on Build Chains page
TW-22648 - Update dotCover filters description
TW-22650 - Filtering drop down always displays all projects even if they does not contain entered text
TW-22658 - On pressing Run button popup warning is missing when no compatible agents are enabled.
TW-22662 - Add .NET 4.0 property for system.teamcity.dotnet.nunitlauncher.msbuild.task
TW-22664 - Agent push configuration dialog may work incorrect
TW-22675 - Wrong builds merging and wrong build checked-out revision (wrong branch used) for recently created
branched VCS root
TW-22676 - Branch names can be truncated when there is space to display more characters
TW-22678 - Wrong VCS branch guessed for build on specific change
TW-22685 - Artifact dependency on internal artifacts (.teamcity) fails with "Failed to resolve artifact dependency"
TW-22686 - "UnsupportedOperationException: Method getVcsRoot() cannot be called for personal build" on personal
build changes
TW-22687 - Add branch name into build triggered by popup in the queue
TW-22689 - Build is not considered failed to start if the first step fails to find build script
TW-22690 - A build from a branch can incorrectly checkout default branch while VCS branch states otherwise (snapshot
dependency involved)
TW-22691 - Unable to run build after removing load rules from ClearCase VCS Root
TW-22698 - Build chain does not start if some of the leaf builds can be substituted to already started builds but do not
have compatible agents at the moment
TW-22699 - Server provided inspections are not highlighted in editor
TW-22700 - Duplicates fragments are not highlighted in editor when server side duplicates are enabled
TW-22708 - Build fails when number of passed tests is too small
TW-22716 - Unable to browse configuration artifacts when creating new Report Tab
TW-22718 - Chooser shown under dialog in IE9
TW-22719 - Build Step (X of Y): (X is missing in Google Chrome
TW-22720 - Pressing 'Enter' in the search box in IE unintentionally triggers the first build in the list
TW-22726 - java.sql.SQLException: Can't call commit when autocommit=true was encountered during migration to
mysql
TW-22729 - Wrong command line help for teamcity-server.bat service
TW-22730 - Make sure 401 error response with login page content always has error message
TW-22734 - Empty string corresponds to <Unspecified> branch in Branches dropdown combobox
TW-22735 - Unexpected SQL exception: Data truncation: Data too long for column 'status_text' at row 1 in
teamcity-server.log
TW-22738 - Custom Run Build dialog on Branches tab. 'Include Changes' combobox should display <latest changes at
the moment the build is started> by default.
TW-22751 - Long delays between build steps when using .rvmrc REC support
TW-22756 - AccessDeniedException in event handler
TW-22769 - Build Configuration selector pops up in background, mostly unuseable
TW-22771 - Auditing/history discrepancies
TW-22782 - IE8 opens modal dialog windows only on white background.
TW-22783 - IE8 cannot open modal dialog window - shapshot dependency editing.
TW-22784 - Ensure Cleartool commands have inactive timeout
TW-22787 - Teamcity is unable to resolve artifacts
TW-22790 - Server upgrade can spoil the installation if critical error is encountered during backup
TW-22792 - Changing Tabs on My Changes page does not work
TW-22793 - Overview tab. Build statuses do not correspond selection in <branches> combobox.
TW-22794 - Build configuration should be displayed with correct fail/success icon when it is filtered by branch.
TW-22795 - Branch name is shown where there should be none
TW-22800 - Server can send too many WWW-Authenticate headers in response
TW-22810 - SQL 2012 DB initialization fails with "It looks like the database doesn't belong to TeamCity"
TW-22818 - Build is marked as <unspecified> though it was run for selected branch on Change Log page.
TW-22819 - Wrong graph for non-dag-based VCS root when some changes are excluded by checkout rules
TW-22820 - Run custom build dialog. Respect user selection in Build branch field if selected change belongs to selected

TW-22820 - Run custom build dialog. Respect user selection in Build branch field if selected change belongs to selected
branch .
TW-22828 - Do not show Pending changes for <unspecified> build.
TW-22840 - Unneeded separator
TW-22841 - dotNetRunners plugin has wrong version
TW-22842 - Javascript error "cannot convert 'd' to object" on saving step parameters
TW-22844 - Do not show changes from other branches not yet merged into the selected one on Change Log filtered by
a branch
TW-22846 - TC 7.0.4 is hanging on attempt to update build_state table
TW-22849 - OutOfMemory error occured during SVN externals processing
TW-22855 - Recent branches from overridden VCS roots are not considered active in some views
TW-22858 - Full branch name is used for build (/refs/heads/master) while short one s configured
TW-22859 - "unknown error" collecting changes on wrong default branch name
TW-22862 - Build with changed VCS settings (e.g. changed branch name) returns unsorted containing changes, which
breaks the graph
TW-22873 - Additional change actions are shown outside of build separator
TW-22874 - Overview page. For projects with long name and/or description <branches > combobox overlaps
failing/successfult builds data when project is collapsed.
TW-22876 - Run Custom build dialog. Collapse combox on Changes tab when user restores another combobox.
TW-22880 - Edit Artifact Dependency: popups are shown behind the dialog
TW-22881 - Custom Run Build dialog. <Default> branch should be selected in Build Branch when <All Branches> are
selected in <branches> tab.
TW-22889 - <Branches> combobox should be similar on Overview and Build Configuration Home pages.
TW-22891 - User selection in <Branches> combobox on Overview page in displayed incorrectly in Internet Explorer 9.
TW-22895 - Custom run build dialog. Do not show error notification when running build for change from merged
branch.
TW-22896 - LogInitializer fails when attempted to specify wrong path to the configuration file
TW-22897 - Incorrect lines wrapping and extra line spacing in HTML email notification
TW-22899 - VCS trigger can trigger builds for old branches after branch spec is specified
TW-22910 - Misaligned default text in Projects popup filtering field under IE8
TW-22913 - JavaScript error when attaching existing vcs root in IE8
TW-22917 - PerfMon tab failure in IE8
TW-22918 - Clicking on <branch> tag should open Overview tab with all builds from selected branch.
TW-22931 - Projects can be not shown in the filtered multiple select (in Add New Snapshot Dependency dialog)
TW-22941 - Wrong revision used for a build triggered by VCS trigger (branches + snapshot dependency)
TW-22950 - Estimates are not calculated for dependent builds
TW-22951 - If change in change log is found by path TeamCity always places it in pending changes group
TW-22957 - TC VS Addin 7.1 want to make clean (not upgrade) install when TC VS Addin 7.0.3 is installed
TW-22959 - Build agent installation doesn't work with Java Web Start
TW-22964 - Agent statistics update: XML file does not appear to have any style information associated with it
TW-22967 - MS Visual Studio 2008 cannot start with TC VS Addin 7.1
TW-22973 - TeamCity fails to start with Tomcat connection pool
TW-22975 - Maintenance page fails in case of errors during startup
TW-22976 - Clicking Run of a build with "prompt" parameter opens Run Custom Build dialog without any tab selected
TW-22987 - Pending changes are counted incorrectly if branch is excluded from branch spec.
TW-22988 - .rvmrc created with rvm --rvmrc --create is not used
TW-22991 - Do not show eye for guest user
TW-23003 - Remote Run broken in IDEA Trunk for #23890
TW-23006 - Build configuration history pager doesn't preserve selected branch
TW-23010 - VS addin: Submit Feedback does nothing
TW-23012 - "Unknown build problem" in case of missing build script and no meaningful message on build results
TW-23036 - VS addin: downloaded coverage doesn't paint lines into covered/noncovered colors
TW-23052 - Inspection and Duplicates finders (JAVA) do not work with Maven based projects
TW-23056 - Unable to download agent from TC (TeamCity is not compatible with Tomcat 6)
TW-23060 - Project builds summary might be not shown for the project on Overview
TW-23084 - Wrong revision is suggested for a dependency build, when I select a change in the drop-down.
TW-23091 - Unexpected java.lang.NoSuchMethodError during TeamCity war-file deploying.
TW-23099 - Error when trying to deploy TeamCity to GlassFish 3.1.2 or 2.1.1
TW-23100 - Run custom build dialog. Incorrect warning about not corresponding changes.

Exception
TW-11809 - TeamCity Addin for Microsoft(R) Visual Studio(TM) could not load the required assembly
JetBrains.Platform.TeamCity.Satellite. Could not load file or
TW-12803 - TeamCity Addin for Microsoft(R) Visual Studio(TM) could not load the required assembly
JetBrains.Platform.CommonServices. Could not load file or ass
TW-15044 - VS add-in installer does not promt to close Visual Studio before installing new add-in version.
TW-18517 - PSQLException: Cannot change transaction isolation level in the middle of a transaction
TW-20874 - ui (?) Bug in agents view
TW-21147 - EA-35594 - assert: CompositeElement.findChildByType
TW-21395 - NPE in ChangeLogRow.getSortingIndexes
TW-21526 - TestManagerImpl.createTest: Argument 1 for @NotNull parameter (using incorrect URL)

TW-21526 - TestManagerImpl.createTest: Argument 1 for @NotNull parameter (using incorrect URL)
TW-21718 - Exception(s) after upgrading to 7.0.3 final
TW-21731 - Exception: cannot read property: messageOnDelete on Maven settings page on attempt to view maven
settings file
TW-21825 - exception on start
TW-21934 - The lifetime has already been terminated. Object name: 'Lifetime'.
TW-21935 - ParentFolder != null for file UploadController.cs
TW-22023 - java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Argument 0 for @NotNull parameter of
jetbrains/buildServer/serverSide/impl/FindPromotionStrategyFactory.create must not be null when deleting a build
configuration that has items in the build-queue
TW-22026 - Duplicate themed Icon Folder in Icon Pack
TW-22164 - Read access is allowed from event dispatch thread or inside read-action only
TW-22173 - ParentFolder != null for file Transition.cs
TW-22174 - ParentFolder != null for file ft.mktData.Utils.BASE.sln
TW-22175 - Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
TW-22176 - ParentFolder != null for file Class1.cs
TW-22178 - ParentFolder != null for file ft.mktData.Utils.BASE.sln
TW-22239 - NumberFormatException on Test details tab
TW-22497 - Exception in Eclipse plugin.
TW-22817 - Directory is not found: C:\Work\structure.txt

Performance Problem
TW-9686 - VcsUtil.getRelativeFile is called 3 times for each file during a remote run initiation from IDEA
TW-17880 - 'Remote run outgoing changes' with Git may freeze IDEA UI for few minutes
TW-18507 - Remote Run (Git): searching for suitable configurations way too long (~30 seconds)
TW-20358 - "Searching for suitable configurations" on buildserver.labs.intellij.net taking ages and then fails by timeout
TW-20649 - Checking for changes takes a long time after upgrading to TeamCity 7
TW-21397 - NuGet Trigger - Performance Issues
TW-21503 - TC7 slow web UI because of new feature
TW-21522 - Assign investigation for test sometimes works too slow
TW-21712 - Build chains tab is opening too slow
TW-22125 - TeamCity builds getting stuck "checking for changes" (slow VCS root in a chain is blocking all others)
TW-22441 - Speedup committers calculation in changes popup
TW-22522 - Slow Audit view loading

Cosmetics
TW-4001 - Adjust service names
TW-4785 - "Show failed" label is shifted in IE
TW-9562 - Inconsistent service names and description
TW-14524 - Header is not extended till the right end of page canvas (too long log lines case)
TW-15388 - Inconsistent actions popup for Build configuration and Test
TW-17156 - "Failed to start build" message too narrow
TW-17339 - Improve wording in "The TeamCity license will expire in 1 days." warning
TW-17653 - Make artifacts resolving build log more clear (use name of the source build configuration)
TW-17751 - Incorrect plural ending in VCS trigger UI: quiet period = "1 secondS"
TW-18146 - Build configuration page breadcrumb looks confusing when description is too long
TW-18959 - Overview page: Let's place 'Some successful build configurations are hidden' label on the top of the page
near 'Hide Successful' checkbox
TW-20357 - Improve attentionComment style so that it never stick together with neighbour elements
TW-21000 - IDEA plugin. Failed Tests tab. Disable Navigate and Run actions in context menu for multiselected tests.
TW-21160 - Invalid layout on Files tab of Change Details page in case long file paths
TW-21365 - Message "Loading test details" is not properly aligned
TW-21419 - Wrong width of actions section on build configuration administration page
TW-21623 - Muted tests's page section title is confusing.
TW-21664 - "dependends" typo
TW-21688 - Wrapping in files popup header is incorrect
TW-21775 - Incorrect wording for insufficient permissions
TW-21795 - "Copy project" dialog: incorrect layout of controls
TW-21822 - Empty build actions look not so nice, may be shouldn't be displayed at all
TW-21911 - &lt cosmetic error when selecting debugging preset
TW-21916 - Failed build status updated via service message lowercases first letter
TW-21919 - Bad browse files icon layout in Ruby environment configurator build feature
TW-21976 - Torn author element in build line
TW-21990 - Add title to history table for branch name column
TW-22062 - Incorrect placement of (History build) marker in change log
TW-22091 - Download Nuget dialog. Error message corrupts the dialog in Chrome when Nuget cannot be installed.
TW-22098 - "Test history" vs. "Test Details"
TW-22112 - Need better separation (and presentation) of artifact dependencies in change log
TW-22161 - My Investigations page: bad layout when grouping is off

TW-22161 - My Investigations page: bad layout when grouping is off
TW-22214 - Brush up resolution presentation on test history page
TW-22272 - Typo in Git VCS root authentication settings
TW-22286 - Don't show duration for 0 tests
TW-22354 - Polish branch name in build queue
TW-22389 - Issue tracker integration dialog - "Connection Type" is not aligned properly
TW-22490 - "Edit VCS Root" - inconsistent capitalization of words
TW-22533 - Brush up alignment of Project top-right controls
TW-22545 - Columns have different width without obvious reason in VCS roots revisions table
TW-22639 - Non-custom drop-down in Edit artifact dependency dialog
TW-22654 - Options outside of optgroups should not be indented
TW-22695 - Do not use custom green/red colors for Mark build as failed/successful, use standard presentation
TW-22772 - Make Ruby interpreter settings in Rake runner similar to Ruby environment configurator
TW-22815 - Clicking on icon in <Branches> combobox collapses/expands the project instead of branches list on
Overview page.
TW-22906 - Duplicated information on "TeamCity Database Creation" view.
TW-22929 - Backup UI note about backuping running builds incorrect
TW-22939 - Do not display "TeamCity Maintenance" title when TeamCity is starting
TW-22980 - Strange font on view settings page in IE 9
TW-23042 - Table word wrapping on "Add build trigger" page
TW-23043 - Visual glitch - shift for "Investigation" on build configuration page
TW-23137 - Confirmation message for "new build configuration created" shows title HTML encoded.

